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RATE OF CONVERGENCE OF A SPACE DECOMPOSITION METHOD AND

APPLICATIONS TO LINEAR AND NONLINEAR ELLIPTIC PROBLEMS

Xue—Cheng Tai and Magne Espedal

Department of Mathematics,
University of Bergen,

Alleg. 55, 5007,
Bergen, Norway.

Abstract. Convergence of a space decomposition method is proved for a general convex programming
problem. The space decomposition refers to methods that decompose a space into sums of subspaces,
which could be a domain decomposition or a multilevel method for partial differential equations. Two

algorithms are proposed. Both can be used for linear as well as nonlinear elliptic problems and they
reduce to the standard additive and multiplicative Schwarz methods for linear elliptic problems. In the
numerical implementations, two ”hybrid” algorithms are also presented. They converge faster than the
additive one and have better parallelism than the multiplicative method. Numerical tests with a two

level domain decomposition for linear, nonlinear and interface elliptic problems are presented for the
proposed algorithms.
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1. Introduction

This work presents a general space decomposition method for convex programming problems
and gives an estimation of the rate of convergence of the method. One intension is to use the
method to solve linear and nonlinear elliptic partial differential equations by domain decomposition
or multilevel methods. In the applications given in this work, a two level overlapping domain
decomposition method is considered.

The essence of the proposed method is to decompose the minimization space into a sum of
subspaces and then solve the original minimization problem sequentially or in parallel over each
of the subspaces. Due to the fact that the decomposed spaces can be arbitrary, especially since
they are not orthogonal to each other, the usual convergence proofs for block relaxation methods
cannot be used here to predict the convergence. However, using the experiences from domain
decomposition and multigrid methods, we assume that the decomposed spaces satisfy a certain
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spectral bound, see constants C\ and C 2 in (2.8) and (2.9), and then use these constants to
estimate the convergence rate of the proposed methods.

The proposed algorithms are given for a convex programming problem. We expect that they
could also be used to get efficient algorithms for some optimal control problems related to partial
differential equations, see Kunisch and Tai [26] and [27] for applications.

The two level domain decomposition method can be viewed a space decomposition is inspired
by the work of Xu [36], where it was observed that domain decomposition methods, multilevel
methods and multigrid methods can be viewed in some way as space decomposition techniques
and many of the methods proposed in literature for the above mention techniques are in essence
similar to the Gauss-Seidel or Jacobi method. an abstract convergence was given for linear self
adjoint and also indefinite

Two schemes are proposed in this work. They could be used both for linear and nonlinear elliptic
problems. In the linear case, they reduce to the standard additive and multiplicative Schwarz
methods. Therefore, the algorithms generalise the known additive and multiplicative methods to
certain nonlinear cases. Due to appearance of the nonlinearity, a modified abstract convergence
theory is given. In the numerical implementations, two "hybrid” algorithms are proposed. They
converge faster than the additive scheme and have better paralielism than the multiplicative scheme
when used for overlapping domain decomposition.

The well-known substructuring EPS (see [6], [7], [B]) and BEPS (see [s]) preconditioners use
nonoverlapping subdornains, see also [4], [29]. For a nonoverlapping domain decomposition, a
finite element function w can be decomposed as w = wp -f w//, here wp has zero trace on the
interfaces and wh equals to w on the interfaces and is extended to the interior by harmonic
extension. If we use Gauss-Seidel iteration, we get the exact solution in one iteration. However,
to get the harmonic extension wh is equivalent to solving the original problem. The construction
of the preconditioners in [7]-[B] and [s] can be regarded as Jacobi iteration with approximate
solvers for the harmonic extensions. The methods of [6] and [29] is a Gauss-Seidel iteration with a
further suitable decomposition for wh • By using a slightly different decomposition, in Espedal and
Ewing [22, p. 125], a parallel nonoverlapping method was derived for solving a linearised two-phase
immiscible flow, We hope that by viewing the construction of nonoverlapping preconditioners as
an iterative approximate solving of a space decomposition, an abstract convergence analysis can
also be obtained for them for some nonlinear problems.

In the literature, domain decomposition methods, multigrid methods and multilevel methods
have been successfuliy used for different kinds of linear partial differential equations, see [2s], [3s],
[36]. However, the results for using them for nonlinear problems are not as rich as for linear
problems. In Cai and Dryja [ll], a semilinear elliptic equation is first linearised by the Newton’s
method and then solved by the additive Schwarz scheme. In papers by Xu [37], [3B], a two level
method without doing domain decomposition is used for nonlinear elliptic problems. In Axellsson
and Kaporin [l], a minimum residual adaptive multilevel method is given for some nonlinear
problems. In Dawson and Wheeler [lB], a two level method is used for a nonlinear parabolic
equation; The work of Lions [2B] seems to be the pioneering work for using domain decomposition
methods for nonlinear partial differential equations. In Rannacher [3o], a Newton type algorithm
is studied for nonlinear elliptic problems. Multigrid methods for nonlinear problems are studied
by Bank [2], Brandt [lo], etc. For some earlier works of the authors related to this one, consult
[3l] and [32]-[34].

When we apply the methods here for a nonlinear problem, we need to solve many smaller size
problems in an iterative way and this iterative procedure convergence as "quickly” as for linear
problems. For some nonlinear problems, by reducing the large size problem into many smaller size
problems and then linearising the smaller size problems, substantial computational efforts can be
saved compared to first linearising and then decomposing the problem, see §5.

2. Statement of the problem and the algorithms

Consider the nonlinear problem

(2.1)

Above, the function F is differentiable and convex, the space F is a reflexive Banach space. One

min F(v)
vGV
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knows that partial differential equations of the type

and

with a suitably given p, can be solved by (2.1) by defining the function F and space V properly.
We shall use space decomposition methods to solve (2.1). A space decomposition method

refers to a method that decomposes the space V into a sum of subspaces, i.e. there are spaces
Vi, i = 1,2, •• , m such that

The meaning of the above decomposition is that Vv, there exists v{ G Vt such that v = vt
and on the other hand, if vt G Vi, then fYiLi Vl V• the space can be decomposed as in (2.2),
then the followings algorithms can be used to solve (2.1).

Algorithm 2.1. (An additive space decomposition method).

Step 1. Choose initial values =u° G V and relaxation parameters ai > 0 such that ai <l.
Step 2. For n> 0, find ui -GV% in parallel for i = 1,2,  •• ,m such that

(2.3)

Step 3. Set

(2.4)

and go to the next iteration.

Algorithm 2.2. (A multiplicative space decomposition method).
Step 1. Choose initial values u°x u° G V.
Step 2. For n> 0, find w"+1 6l' sequentmlly for i = 1,2, •  , m such that

(2.5)

Step 3. Go to the next iteration.

In the following, the notation (-,  ) is used to denote the duality pairing between V and V, here
V is the dual space of V. Function F is assumed to be Gateaux differentiable (see [ls]) and there
are constants K > 0, L < oo such that

(2.6)

and from which, it is easy to deduce that

(2.7)

Under assumption (2.6), problem (2.1) and subproblems (2.5) and (2.3) have unique Solutions, see
[2l, P- 35],

- > Di{a.ijDjU) +bu= f in ,

-V • (p(|Vw|)Vw) / in Cl ,

V = Vi + V 2 -f • • • + Vm . (2.2)

f{ E< + ».n+i ) <W E< + , Vvi 6Vi .= J yk J

«?+1 =< + «i(«"+i -<)

F { E K+l + K+l + E<l

<W E “i‘+I +«’i+ E<) -\yl<k<i i<k<m j

{F' {w) F'(v), w—v) > K\\w v\\y , Vw,v € V

\\F'{w) F'{v)\\v < L\\w - v\\y , Vw,v 6V ,

K\\w v\\y < {F1 (w) F' (v), w—v) < L\\w v\\y , vG V .
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For the decomposed spaces, we assume that there is a constant Cx > 0 such that Vu G V, we
can find vt G Vi to satisfy;

(2.8)

Moreover, assume that there is a C 2 > 0 such that there holds

(2.9)

Domain decomposition methods, multilevel methods and multigrid methods can be viewed as
different ways of decomposing finite element spaces into sums of subspaces. For the estimation of
the constants C\ and C-2 for different type of decomposition of finite element methods for linear
problems, one can find the proofs or references in Xu [36],

Later, the error reduction factor for the above two algorithms shall be estimated. In the follow
ing, we shall use en , n = 0,1, 2, •• •, which is defined as;

as a measure of the error between u n and u. Here and later, u stands for the unique solution of
(2.1). For convenience, constants cr mm und ctmax are defined as mini<j<m o:j, (%max =
maxi<j<m Qj, and a, is the relaxation parameters in Algorithm 2.1. Constants Cp~and CB , which
are

will play an important rule in analysing the error reduction factor.

Remark 2.1.

(1) When F is differentiable and if we define

(2.11)

then (2.3) is equivalent to solving

(2.12)

(2) Let

(2.13)

and the value of un+l corresponding to (2.4) can be obtained by

(2.14)

jn m
v = vi , and ]T |H& < Cl\\v\\2v .

i= 1 i=l

rn 771 / m i m l

<C2 f E ||'u*llvr ) EWH ’
*=i j=i m=i /V j=l /

ywtj e vyui e Vi , vvj e v 3 .

en = \{F'{un ) - F'{u),un - u)\s

i i
Cp {aminL + Oirnax C*2 )C 1 , Cs = C2CI, (2.10)

m
n+i n , n+i

Wi " = Z_j Uk+ U i
k = l,k^éi

{F'(Wi + 2 ),Vi) =O, \/vi eVi

m
un+l = £>“+1 , 71 = 0,1,2i= 1

n+ i
and wi 2be defined as in (2.11), then

TX~\~ 2 ji o fi
wt 2= un +u{ 2- u™

m m
“n+l = E<+l>«+i -oi=i i=i

m

un + l (u™+l - O
i— 1

rn rn

at(w n + -O+ (1 - a^u71
2—l 2—l
m m

iWln+ 2 +(1 ~Y^oti)un .
2=l 2=l
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In the applications of §5, with a two level domain decomposition method, only the values of
un+l and the coarse mesh problem are needed for the next iteration, and un+l is updated
by the above formuia after the computations of each of subdomain problems.

(3) For Algorithm 2.2, if we define

(2.15)

then it satisfies

(2.16)

and after the solving of wf+1 from (2.16) for each z, we only need to set zz n+l = vofffi 1 .
(4) Intuitively, one may think that the algorithms need rather large amount of memory. How

ever, in the implementation later for a two level domain decomposition, we only need to

store the valne of un+l and one of the w”+2 (the coarse mesh solution) in the memory.

Remark 2.2. Algorithm 2.2 solves the minimization problems sequentially over each subspace.
Algorithm 2.1 solves the minimizations in parallel over each of the subspaces. In applications, by
suitably decomposing the minimization space, the minimization problem over each subspace can
be done by many parallel processors, and so both algorithms are suitable for parallel machines, see
§5. Moreover, with a suitable decomposition, the constant C\ can be rnade to be independent of
the size of the problem, and so the convergence of the above two algorithms also does not depend
on the size of the problem.

3. The convergence of the additive algorithm

We first give the rate of convergence for Algorithm 2.1.

Theorem 3.1. If the space decomposition satisfies (2.8),(2.9) and the function satisfies (2.6),
then for Algorithm 2.1 we have:

(a). If F is quadratic with respect to v and the norm of V is chosen as ||v||v = {F1 (v), v), then
there holds

(b). If F is third order continuously differentiable, then

(3.2)

Before we go to the proof of the theorem, we first present a lemma which is needed in the proof.
The lemma can be proved in a similar way as [2l, p. 25], and the proof can be found in [32].

Lemma 3.2. If condition (2.1) is valid, then we have for function F:

(3.3)

(3.4)

Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let un+l and 2be defined as in (2.13) and (2.11). As Fis a convex
function, by using (2.4), (2.12), (2.14) and (3.3), one obtains

»r‘ = E“"+1 +<+1 + E<k<i k>i

<r«+1 ), v,) =o, Vuj g

en+l | 2 < T~7^\en \ 2 ,Vn> 0 . (3.1)1 + 0“

en+l | —> oasn— oo , and |en+l | 2 < (3n \e n | 2 , Vn > 0

For n sufficiently large, we have 0 < (3n < 1. In fact

lim (3n =- C <1 and C=n—> oo 1 + G K 1

K
F{w) - F{v ) > (F'{v), w—v) + ||u> ~ v \\v > Vv,w € V

F{w) F(v) < {F1 (v), w—v) + —\\w v\\y , \/v, wE V

m

F{un ) - F{un+l ) = F{un ) -F(X; <+l )i— 1





(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3-8)
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CmE1= 1

m
n+h , /->

aiwi 2 + (1
ai)wn^

As uis the solution of (2.1), it satisfies {F'{u),v) =O, Vv €F. For any vt G Vt , i = 1,2, •
such that =u, we shall use (2.12), and (2.6) to estimate:

From the property of the space decomposition (2.8), there exists fa G F* such that un+l
XXi i and 5Z£Li < C'12 ||un+l - u\\y, So we take v{ u^+1 -fa and see that

By combining (3.5)-(3.7), there comes

i= 1
m m

(».n+l ) - (i-x»f(«")*=i i=i
m m

= £a.F(M»)-£ Qi F(TO "+ i)I=l I=l
TO 1 m

> - U”+i ) + f £0*11»? -»r+i ll 2vi=l t=l
T< m

= yE a‘iw-“r+i iivi=i

(F'(k"+1 )-F'(m),m"+1 -u)
m

= (F'(»“+1 ),«”+1 -«) = (f; (.”+l ),<+1 - »f \i= lm
E (*>"+1 ) - F'(u” + - <).<+> -i= 1 7
ra m
E (i;’''(»?+i )(«"+i - «").<+ - «,) - e (^"(9r+1 )«+i - o.«ri -«.)j=i ' i=i '

( e™+l = Ou n+l +(i - ø)<+1 , e e [o, i])mm m
E E - <),<+i - «f ) - e (f"(«r+1 )(«r' - o.<+I -»,)*=i i=i i=i '
/m\7/ m \ \ m

c* (Eif<+1 -<iiv (Eik+1 -«iiiv) ‘ + iEii< - <+hw\K+l -«iiivv *=i J v i=i J i= i

(m \ 1 . m > 1(EK+1 -^llv)
T/m\2 / m \ -

m m
E K+l - 'Mlv = E 2 - ufvI=l I=l

{F'{un+l ) -F'(u),un+l -u)

(m \ 2'Y^ai \\u nl  Ci\\un+l ~ u\\ v

(m \ 2-<llvj -C, ||«"+1 - u\\v

<Ci {aiaI C 2 + aJinL) - (F(u") - F(u"+I j} i’ • || M"+1 - u\\ v .





(3.9)

(3.10)

(3.11)

(3.12)

(3.13)

is linear
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Let us note that

therefor there follows from (3.8) that

and so

and so

We shall first prove (a) and then prove (b). From relations (3.3)-(3.4), there holds

and

Substituting (3.11) and (3.12) to (3.9) and using (2.7), it gives

which shows that

As Fis quadratic and satisfies (2.7), then yj{F 1 (v), v) defines a norm for V and F'(v )
with respect to v. In the proof given above, if we choose the norm of V to be

then we have K L 1 in (2.7), moreover

and so (3.13) implies (3.1).

Il«"+1 - «liv- < K~ I {F'{un+l ) - F'(u),un+l -u)

{F'{un+l ) - F'{u),un+l -u)< Cp (F(un ) - F(un+1 ))

 K~ x !2 \J ( F'{un+l ) F'(u), wn+l —u) ,

K2 {F'{un+l ) - F'(u),un+l -u)

<2Cp[F{un ) F(un+l )]

=2C2V [F(wn ) - F{u) + F{u) - F(un+l )]

Summing (3.9) for n = 0,1, 2,   • , TV, we find that

N

Ien+l | 2 < 2CP 2/K 2 [F{u°) - F{un+l )] < 2Cp 2/K 2 [F{u°) - F(u)] ,
n= o

|en+l | — 0, as n — > co

F{un ) - F{u) < {F'{u),un -u) + -\\un - u\\ 2v

II 71 11 2
=~2 U v ’

F(u) - F(«"+>) < -{F'(u),un+l -u> - |||«"+‘ - B || \

= -||i«"+1 -«|| 2v, .

K 2 |en+l | 2

-2Cp2 (f H”n “ u\\l - —ll«"+1 - u \\v)

- n+l ' 2)  

t K~ l r 2
e n+ 1 1 2 < AA | rn|2

~ A'2 + KL~ l Cp 2 1

IHIv = {F1 {v), v) , yv e v

|e"| 2 = \{F'{un )~ F'{u),un- u)| = j(F'(ti" - - = ||e”||^
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Next, we prove (b). First, we note that (e n ( — oasn —* 00, so there exists a ball 8(u,6)
which is centred at u and is with a radius of 6 such that un e B{u,6), Vn. As Fis third order
continuously differentiable, one can assume that there is a constant C(u) such that

|i?/ ' / (£)  (v,v,v)\ < C{u)\\v\\y, V£ G B{u,S),Vv G V

We use the TayloFs formula (see Cea [l5, Chap.2]) to get:

(3.15)

Above, 9 ,6 + G [o,l]. Summing (3.14) and (3.15), and using (2.7) and the property that
{F'{u),v) =O, GV, it follows that:

(3.16)

where

(3.17)

and so

(3.18)

then

Moreover

F(un ) - F(u) = (F'{u), u n -u) + ~F"(u)  (un -uf

+ + ; (3.14)

F(u) - F(un+l )= -{F‘(u),un+l-u)-  (un+l -

- \f'"(u + en+l (un+l- u• (un+l -uf .

F(M")-F(u"+1 ) = i|e"| 2 -i|e"+ 1 | 2 + /1+ /2 +/3+ /4 .

h =\f"(u)  (un -uf - ~(F'(un) - F'(u),un -u> .

<C(u)\\un - ufy < .
A 2

h= ~ l-F"(u)-(un+l -uf + l-(F'(un+l )~ F'(u),un+l -u)

<C(u)\\un+l- u\\l< ~y^jen+I | 3 ,

h =\F’"(n + 0"(an - u))  (a" -uf

<Ciu)\\un -u\\ 3v < (M\e"\ :' ,
K 2

h=~ -F"'{u + en+l (un+l -u))- ( un+l -uf

<C(M)||ti" +1 -m||3 < £!_l| e"+>|3 ,K 2

Let C * = . From relations (3.9) and (3.16)-(3.17), there followsjK 2

[K2 + Cp 2 ) |en+l | 2

<Cp 2 \en \ 2 + C*|en | 3 + C*|en+l 1 3 .

\en+l 1 2 < Sl±£Uf!L_|e-p
1 “ A' 2 + C2 -C-|e"+ I | l 1

From (3.10), we see |e n | —> 0, and so for n large enough if

K 2 K 2
| en+ 1 | <_— \ e n\ <

1 - 2C* ’ 1 1 - 2C* ’

_ Cj + cw
P K 2 +C2 C*|en+l | <

lim /3n = <l, and Cn—>co 1 + C K z



.
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4. The convergence of the multiplicative algorithm

The convergence of Algorithm 2.2 is similar as Algorithm 2.1.

Theorem 4.1. Let the space decomposition satisfies (2.8) and the function satisfies (2.7), then
for Algorithm 2.2 we have:

(a). If Fis quadratic with respect to v and the norm of Vis taken as ||d| v = (F1 (v) v) then
there holds

|enT2 < “Tile"! 2 ,Vn>o . (4.1)

(b). If F is third order continuously differentiable, then

|en+l | 005n—> oo , and |en+l | 2 < f3n |en | 2 , Vn > 0

(4.2)

Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let un+l and wf+1 be dehned as in (2.13) and (2.15). We see
w”+1 . If we also define tCo +1 = un , we observe that

(4.3)

Similar as in the proof of (3.6), there exists v,
(2.16), and (2.7) to estimate:

Using

i])

(4.4)

Take Vi such that (3.7) is valid. By combining (4.3)-(4.4), there comes

(4.5)

For n sufficiently large, we have 0< Øn < 1. In fact

lim /3n =—- <1 and C=
n—> oo 1 + C A 2

that un+l =

m

F(u n ) - F(u"+1 ) =]T (F«+ 1 ) - F«+>))
i=l

m m
> 2>>r+1w - «r 1 ) +- E ii< - “.n+l iivi=l i- 1

K m
-2 EIK-“?+I llvi— 1

E Vi, i = 1,2, • • , m such that Y 2 v% u

{Fl (un+l )~F'{u),un+l ~u)
m

= (r(»"+I ), M"+1 - u) = J 2 (f'(«n+l ),<+1 - Vi)I=l
m

+1 )-F'K"+1 ).<+1 -».)i- 1
m

E {F"(e?+1 )(un+l -<+1 ),«"+' - Vi } («"+'=fa”+ I + (i-«)^+1 , e 6 [o1= 1
m

E E (f"(».n+1 )(«"+1 - »"),«r+i - f.)

/m\w m \ I
E il<+1 - K\\l ( £IK+1 - «.ilvj' i- 1 ' ' i=l '

{F'{un+l ) - F'{u),un+l -u)

(m \ 2'£\K+1 -K\\lj  C’I !|m" +1 - u\\ v
1

<CX C2 - (F{un)-F(un+1 )) 2  ||«"+1 - «|| v .
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Similar as in getting (3.9), one deduces from (4.5)

The rest of the proof is the same as for Theorem 3.1.

5. Applications to linear and nonlinear elliptic problems

In this section, the space decomposition algorithms will be applied to linear problem:

(5.1)

(5.2)

Defining

it is known that problem (5.1) is equivalent to solving (2.1). More general boundary conditions
for (5.1) can also be considered. Correspondingly, we just need to modify the definitions of space
V and function F.

For equation (5.2), we assume / G W 1,5 (f]), 4 -f jr = 1. By standard techniques, it can be
shown, see [2l], that (5.2) possesses a unique solution which is the minimizer of problem

This problem appears in certain mathematical models describing the mechanical deformation of
ice (see for example [23] [24]). Even with very smooth data, the solution u may not be in the
space W0 ,s , see Ciarlet [l6, p.324], When sis dose to lor is very big (s 2), it is difficult to
solve this problem numerically.

We see that the algorithms can also be used to compute the full potential equation for the
velocity potential of fluid flows:

-V • (p((Vw|)Vw) - 0

where the density is given in terms of the potential

For the derivation of this equation and for the meaning of the parameters, consult [l3] and [l7].
Suitable boundary conditions should be supplied. If the flow is everywhere subsonic, this problem
fits into our frame work. This equation has important applications in aerospace industry. For
recent numerical results by domain decomposition for this equation, see [l2] and [l3].

In the following, we shall use a two level domain decomposition as a space decomposition
method to solve these problems. Numerical experiments show very good convergence properties.
For problems like (5.2), the method is especially appealing. Normally, one uses a linearization
method or other type iterative methods to solve (5.2), see [24], [23]. These methods converge
slowly when the size of the problem is big. The proposed algorithms here reduce problem (5.2)
into many smaller size problems of the same kind. These smaller size problems can be solved more
efficiently than the original large size problem. Moreover, we solve these subproblems iteratively.
The analysis tells that this iterative procedure produces a solution that converges to the true
solution with a rate that is independent of the size of the original problem. For the kind of
problems as in (5.2), by first decomposing the problem and then linearising, we gain efficiency
compared to first linearising and then decomposing the problem.

K2 {F'{un+l )-F\u),un+l ~u)

<2 Cs 2 [F{un ) - F{un+l )]

=2Cs 2 [F{u n ) - F{u) + F(u) - F{un+l )\ .

f - V • (aVit) = / in il C R 2

| u = 0 on dfl .

and to nonlinear elliptic problem

f-V ‘ (IVal 4-2 Va) =/ in Qc R 2 (1 < s < oo) ,

| u=oon dU

V = Hi(Q), F(v) = j^(-\Vv\2 -fv)dx ,

min - [ j Vn| s - {f, v)
[5 J n

ptø) = Poo (l + - —))v 2 roo J





5.1. Decomposition of the finite element space .

As the multigrid method [2s], multilevel method, domain decomposition method [3s] can be
viewed as different ways of decomposing the finite element space, the proposed algorithms of this
paper can use them to solve the above problems. The analysis indicates that the convergence does
not depend on the regularity of the solution, it only depends on the lower and upper bound of the
differential operator, i.e. the constants L and K . In this section, a two-level domain decomposition,
i.e, an overlapping domain decomposition with a coarse mesh shall be used. For the two level
method, let be a shape-regular finite element division, or a coarse mesh, of fl and fy has
diameter of order H. For each fy, we further divide it into smaller simplices with diameter of
order_h. In case that fl has a curved boundary, we shall also fill the area between dVt and dfl H ,
here flH = with finite elements with diameters of order h. We assume that the resulting
elements form a shape regular finite element subdivision of fl, see Ciarlet [l6]. We cail this the
fine mesh or the h-level subdivision of fl with mesh parameter h. We denote = u{T € T/,} as
the fine mesh subdivision. Let Sq C Hq{fl) and Sq C fy] (fl) be the continuous, piecewise linear
function spaces, with zero trace on dCln and <9fy, over the H- level and h-level subdivisions of fl
respectively.

Th© global fin© mesh Oolor 1 subdomalns

0.8

0.6

O.A

0.2

O 0.5 1 O 0.5 1

Color 2 subdomains Color 4 subdomains

Figure 5.1. The coloring of the subdomains and the coarse mesh grid

For each fy, we consider an enlarged subdomain ={T € fy, dist{T, fy) < <s}. The union of
covers fy with overlaps of size <5. Let us denote the piecewise linear finite element space with

zero traces on the boundaries sfif as flf). Then one can show that

(5.3)

For the overlapping subdomains, assume that there are m colors such that each subdomain flf can
be marked with one color, and the subdomains with the same color will not intersect with each
other. For suitable overlaps, one can always choose 77i = 2ifd=l;m<4ifd = 2;m<6ifd:=3,
see Figure 5.1. Let fl' be the union of the subdomains with the ith color, and

By denoting subspaces Vq = Sq , V Sq , we find that decomposition (5.3) means

(5.4)

and so the two level method is a way to decompose the finite element space. Let {6i}™=l be a
partition of unity with respect to {fl'}™ x , i.e. 9r € Co°(fl' n fl) and ~1- can be chosen
so that |VØj| < (7/(5. Let I\ be an interpolation operator which uses the function values at the

il

Color O: th© coars© mesh

0.8 o e

0.6 / 0.6

0.-4 '///./. Q. 4

0.2 -7 0.2

O O
O 0.5 1 (

Sofi = So"+

Vi ={ve 5f I v{x) -0, x £ ft'} .

m

V = v

I=l
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h-level nodes. For any v E V, let v 0 E V 0 be the solution of (vo ,<f>H ) = (u,«fø),Vøjy € VO , and
Vi = Ih{oi{v - vq)). They satisfy v = Yl™ vn and

The proof of (5.5) can be found in different places, we refer to Xu [36, p. 608]. Moreover, using
the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, it is easy to see that

Estimates (5.5) and (5.6) show that for overlapping domain decornposition, the constants in (2.8)
and (2.9) are

By requiring 6 = cO H, where c 0 is a given constant, we have that Cx and C 2 are independent of
the mesh parameters h and H, the number of subdomains, and estimate (5.5) is also valid for 3D
problems. So if the proposed algorithms are used, their error reductions per step are independent
of these parameters.

The error estimates (3.1) and (4.1) predict that the error reduction per step in the energy norm
for linear problems is independent of the regularity of the solution, and is also independent of the
lower and upper bound of the differential operator. It only depends on the parameters C\ and
C 2 However, when the coefficient has large jumps, we need to prove (5.5) with the energy norm
instead of the usual Results by [9] and [39] present some elementary techniques for
estimating the constant C\ in this situation. The constant C\ does not depend on the jumps, but
depends now on the mesh parameters and its dependency is different for 2D and 3D problems, see
[l9], [3] for the estimations.

5.2. Applications to linear elliptic equations .

As was shown above, the two level method is a space decornposition method. With the coarse

mesh, the number of the subspaces is m = 5, see Figure 5.1. For Algorithm 2.1, by defining
as in (2.11), the subproblems that need to be solved in each subdomain is

(5.7)

and wi +2 —un in If we define w7^ 2 = Uq + 2 —Uq E then the coarse mesh problem
is

For Algorithm 2.2, for the coarse mesh problem, if we let ic^+1 = +1 uo> then it satisfies

(5.9)

After solving the coarse problem, let be defined as in (2.15), then the subdomain problems
are

' (oV<+1 , Vvi) = (f, Vi ), WVI E Sjrø ,

< if i> 1, uT+1 = wfYi on dVt\ , (5.10)

,ifi = 1, uT+1 —un + wfY 1 on dfl' 5

and for each i

(5.11)

771 ' CH2 /72
INIWo < ~£2~IHli 2 (n) + < + (5.5)i

mmmm/ m i m i

SZSZ(aVwi,Vvj) <C <Cm ElW*' (ElNlir.) (5-6)
*=l j= l *—l j=l ' i=l ' ' '

/ H 2
C\ C Y 1 + C*2 = Cm.

I (aVw"+i ,Vvi) = (f, Vi ), Vv, € 50ft (fi')
\ w"+i=un on DU] ,

(aV(un + wnH+ ?),Vv„) = (f,v„) , W (5.8)

(aV(M"+ TO"+I ),Vvff ) = (f,vH ) , Vj)„ 6 S0"(fi) .

fun + wlf 1 ,iji = 1,
<+l = < ", in n\n

' i K-i , i/ i > 1.
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After computation of the subdomain problems and the coarse mesh problem, for Algorithm 2.1,
solution un+l is updated by

and this is needed for the boundary values for the subdomain problems for the next iteration and
for computing the residual for the coarse mesh problem. For Algorithm 2.2, one simply sets

For each z, domain fl' is the union of the disjoint subdomains of the same color. Thus, the
computations of (5.7) and (5.10) can be done in parallel in each of the subdomains of the z th color.
For Algorithm 2.1, the computations for different i can again be done in parallel.

For the linear problem, the above formulation shows that Algorithm 2.1 and Algorithm 2.2
reduce to the standard additive and multiplicative Schwarz algorithms, see [35, Chap. s]. In
literature, the condition number of the matrices for the additive and multiplicative methods are
estimated for different types of space decomposition, see [36], and then the conjugate gradient
method is applied to accelerate the convergence. However, it may not be possible to use conjugate
gradient method to accelerate the convergence for nonlinear and nonsymmetric problems.

Example 5.1. In this example, Algorithm 2.2 is tested for the case that a = e xy , u = sin(3?n/)
fl r [o,l] x [o,l]. Uniform mesh is used both for the coarse mesh problem and fine mesh problem.
For a given N, the coarse mesh size is taken as H Hx = Hy = —. The fine mesh is then taken
as h = hx = hy = jf?. Each subdomain is extended by M elements to get overlaps. In Table 5.2,
the initial guess is taken as the coarse mesh solution. In Table 5.4, the initial guess is taken as

n j 104 in the interior nodes of fl ,u <
10 on the boundary of fl .

(5.12)

Figure 5.3 is the computed solution and errors. One sees that it is reducing the maximum error
from 104 to 10~ 3 in about 9 steps. The same kind of convergence was also observed with tests of
other smooth Solutions.

1 4 1 4

U n+l = a 0(wn +Wq+ 2 ) + aiw^+2 +(1 - aj)wn
i= 1 i=o

Un+l = W™ +1

Table 5.2. Maximum error with H=l/10, h=l/100, M=2.

Iteration max-error reduction

0 3.0552e-01

1 0.0729 0.24

2 0.0166 0.23

3 0.0036 0.22

4 0.0017 0.46

5 0.0015 0.88
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Initial ©rro r u_o—u. Computed solution u_n

1

o O

Computational error u_n—u
x 1CT3

Global FEM error u_h—u

Example 5.2. In this example, Algorithm 2.1 is used to compute the same problem of the last
example. As m 5, the relaxation parameters are taken as o; = -. Algorithm 2.1 can use more
processors, but the error reduction per step is not as good as Algorithm 2.2. With overlap size
S = the error reduction per step is nearly always around 0.85 for different mesh sizes. Figure
5.5 demonstrates the relation between the error and iteration number for initial guess u° = uh ,
where uh is the coarse mesh solution. Figure 5.6 shows the errors and error reduction with uq
taken as in (5.12).

Different tests were done for Algorithm 2.1 and the convergences are similar. For a given initial
guess, it always reduces the error by a factor æ 0.86. When the computed solution is getting closer
to the global FEM solution, the error reduction is getting closer and closer to 1. Nearly in all
tests, we find that if the error reduction factor is bigger than 0.95, then the computational error
is always less than two times the global FEM solution error. However, the error reduction factor
depends on the overlapping size. If we decrease it {5 < —), then the reduction number becomes
bigger. If we increase it, the reduction number becomes smaller.

Figure 5.3. The computational for H = 1/10, h= 1/100, M = 2 ,u° as in (5.12).

Table 5.4. Maximum error with H = 1/10, h = 1/100, M ~ 2, u° as in (5.12).

Iteration max-error reduction
0 10000.9995

1 3248.4466 0.32
2 760.5149 0.23
3 93.3381 0.12
4 8.0150 0.09
5 1.5830 0.20

6 0.2481 0.16

7 0.0346 0.14

8 0.0034 0.10

9 0.0015 0.43
10 0.0014 1.00
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1 O 20 30 40
iteration numberIteration numbar

Figure 5.5. The computational results with H 1/10, h = 1/100, M = 2,
u° = uh, error reduction w 0.86.

max-arror at iteration- 105 is 0.001398 Error reduction fact<

gTSe

SO 1 OO 1 50
Iteration numbar

20 40 60 80 100
Iteration number

Figure 5.6. The computational results with H = 1/10, h 1/100, M = 2,
u° as in (5.12), error reduction w 0.86.

5,3. Applications to nonlinear elliptic problems.

The Gauss-Newton method (Matlab subroutine fiminu) is used to solve the minimization prob
lems (2.3) and (2.5). Without using the domain decornposition, the original problem is simply too
large and costly to be solved. With 500 grid points, we are already run out of memory and it
takes days to compute the global problems. With the domain decornposition, we can compute the
problem with 105 unknowns.

Example 5.3. We use an analytical solution u = sin(27rx) sin(27T7/) on Cl = [o,l] x [o,l] to test
the Algorithm 2.2. Figure 5.7 and Table 5.8 show the computational results with fine mesh hx =
hy —, and coarse mesh Hx = Hy = —. Each subdomain is extended by 2 elements to get
overlaps. The initial guess is the coarse mesh solution. The value of s is 3. For this test problem,
a{u) IV-u] 5-2 =0 at some points. This violates the normal assumption a{u) >c> 0. Our error
analysis is still valid for this problem, however, the numerical results in Figure 5.7 shows that the
computational error is bigger near the points that a{u) = 0.

Tests with different overlapping sizes were also done. The error reduction number is smaller
with bigger overlapping size and becomes bigger if we decreases the overlapping size. According to
the error analysis, for the nonlinear problem, the convergence may be slow in the beginning if the
initial guess is not good enough. However, numerical tests show that the algorithms converge for
arbitrary initial guess and the error reduction does not depend on the initial guess, see Table 5.9.





Figure

16

Initial error u_o-u Computed solution u_n.

1

o o o o

Oomputational ©rror u_n—u
x 1C)~4

The tru© solution u

5.7. The computational results for the nonlinear problem by Algorithm

Table 5.8. Maximum error for the nonlinear problem by Algorithm 2.2.

Table 5.9. Maximum error for the nonlinear problem by Algorithm 2.2
with initial guess as in (5.12), H 1/5, h 1/25, M 1.

Iteration max-error reduction

0 0.1345

1 0.0257 0.19

2 0.0049 0.19

3 0.0012 0.24

4 0.0007 0.57

5 0.0007 1.01

Iteration max-error reduction

1 10000.9961

2 4308.0546 0.43

3 1291.3744 0.30

4 244.0996 0.19

5 48.5262 0.20

6 10.7099 0.22

7 2.7714 0.26

8 0.7627 0.28

9 0.1026 0.13

10 0.0139 0.14

11 0,0073 0.53

12 0.0062 0.85

13 0.0061 0.98
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5.4. Applications to linear interface problems .

Example 5-4 A similar problem as in Bramble, Pasciak and Schatz [7] is computed here. The
coefficients are taken as (see Figure 5.10)

Instead of giving an analytical solution, we take f= 4 2cos(æ)exp (y) on fl = [o,l] x [o,l].
The global fine finite element solution is first computed. After that, the problem is computed by
Algorithm 2.2 and the error between the iterative domain decomposition solution and the global
fine mesh solution is calculated. Table 5.11 gives the results for hx =hy = —j, Hx =Hy =
The algorithm convergences for arbitrary initial guesses. Each subdomain is extended by 2 elements
to get overlap. Table 5.11 shows the error reduction in the energy i-norm, i.e. the energy norm
(fn a^(uU ~ Uh)dx) 2 and here Uh is the global fine mesh solution. Tests with different number of
subdomains and different overlap sizes were also done. The convergence is similar as for smooth
problems.

Figure 5.10. Oomputational results for a linear interface problem.

Table 5.11. A-error for a linear interface problem.

5.5. Two hybrid algorithms .

f exy in [0,0.5] x [0,0.5] U (0.5,1] x (0.5,1] ,

a ~ \ exy x 104 in [0,0.5) x (0.5,1] U (0.5,1] x (0,0.5] .

3

x 1(D4
(a) Ooefficient a(x,y).

0.04

(b) Computed solution u_n.

2

1 -

0.02

O

o.
1

-0.02
1

0.5
O

— 0.5
O

—-—"
o o

2

(c) Computatic
x 10~16

>nal error u n—u h.

0.04

(d) Global FEM solution u_h.

O -
mm

0.02

-2
Pi

O

— Ar r
1

" 1

-0.02 .

0.5
O

—' 0.5
O

— ~~ "^oTs
o o

Iteration A-error reduction

0 1.7594e+05
1 2.3242e+04 0.13

3 4.2870e+02 0.13

5 6.5544e+00 0.13

7 1.7773e-01 0.18

9 1.1470e-02 0.27

11 8.7597e-04 0.28

13 6.7270e-05 0.28

15 5.1710e-06 0.28

34 8.8572e-16 0.88
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When combined with the two level method, both Algorithm 2.2 and Algorithm 2.1 can be used
with parallel processors. For Algorithm 2.2, each processor need to take care of 4 neighbouring
subdomains, but all the processors must wait for the coarse mesh processor after their computa
tions. For Algorithm 2.1, each subdomain problem is computed by one processor in parallel and
the coarse mesh problem is also computed by a processor in parallel with the subdomain problems.
The good point of Algorithm 2.2 is that it converges faster. The weak point is that it uses less
processors. Moreover, the coarse problem is becoming a "bottle neck” in the iterative procedure.
In order to over come this difficulty, we shall propose some ”hybrid” algorithms, i.e, we shall
computed the coarse mesh problem in parallel with the computation of the 4 color subdomain
problems.

Example 5.5. We compute the coarse mesh problem in parallel with the subdomain problems.
However, the subdomain problems of the 4 colors are computed sequentially. More specifically,
let un be known for iteration n, then we use un to form the residual vector to solve the coarse
mesh problem (5.8). In solving the subdomain problems, instead of solving (5.7), we solve (5.10)
sequentially for the 4 color subdomains, but for the color 1 subdomains, instead of using un + w^+1
as boundary condition and set w™+1 =un + w7^ 1 in n\n[, we use un as boundary conditions and
set w™ +1 =un in Q\n[, so it can be done in parallel with the coarse mesh problem. After the
computation for w™+1 has been done, we use w™+1 as boundary conditions and solve the color 2
subdomains to get w%+1 in Q'2 from (5.10). The value of w%+1 in n\Q'2 is taken as w%+1 = w™+1 ,
and do so for the color 3 and color 4 subdomains. After w™+1 has been obtained, we set

This scheme can be regarded as a special case of Algorithm 2.1 by choosing the relaxation param
eters in a suitable way.

The same problem as Example 5.1 is computed by this ”hybrid” scheme with the same mesh
sizes, same overlap and same initial guess. Table 5.12 displays the computed results. Comparing
them with the results of Table 5.2 and Figure 5.5, one obviously finds that the error reduction
number here is between that of Algorithm 2.2 and Algorithm 2.1.

We also test this algorithm for the nonlinear problem of example 5.3. With the same parameters
as in Example 5.3, the computational results are given in Table 5.13.

Table 5.12. Maximum error by the hybrid algorithm of Example 5.5
for the linear problem of Example 5.1.

Example 5.6. In this example, we test another way of dealing with the coarse mesh problem. In
each iteration, the coarse mesh problem is first computed in parallel with the color 1 subdomains
problems. When both of them have done their computations, we update the solution by using
the color 1 subdomain solution and the coarse mesh solution. After that we compute the coarse

n+l = \(uTI + wh+2 ) + \w* +l

Iteration max-error reduction

0 0.3055

1 0.2221 0.73

3 0.0981 0.67

5 0.0445 0.67

7 0.0197 0.67
9 0.0090 0.68

11 0.0045 0.72

13 0.0026 0.79

15 0.0019 0.87

17 0.0016 0.94

18 0.0015 0.96
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Table 5.13. Maximum error by the hybrid algorithm of Example 5.5 for
the nonlinear problem of Example 5.3, see also Table 5.9.

mesh problem again with the color 2 subdomain problems and when finished, update the solution
by using both of them. Then compute the coarse mesh problem in parallel with the color 3
subdomain problems and update, and do so for color 4 subdomains. Then goto the next iteration.
More specifically, let u n be known, then we compute the coarse mesh problem (5.8) to obtain
Wx+2 and solve (5.7) to obtain w™+2 in ftj. The value of w™ +1 in is = un . After the

computation of 2 and w™ + 2 , we update u n by

With this updated un , we solve again (5.8) to get a new coarse mesh solution 2 and solve (5.7)

for the color 2 subdomains to obtain w 2 + 1 and similarly set w 2 + 2 =un in ft\Q'2 (Here u n is the
newly updated one). Continue in this way for color 3 and color 4 subdomains. After we have done
this for the 4th color subdomains, we take the newly updated solution as un+l , i.e..

un+l u n

and go to the next iteration. This scheme is also a special case of the Algorithm 2.1.
As in the previous example, in the computation, only the coarse mesh solution and the computed

solution from the previous updating need to be stored. Table 5.14 is the computational results with
this new hybrid scheme. The functions and needed parameters are the same as Example 5.1. The
error reduction is better than the previous hybrid algorithm, but still not as good as Algorithm
2.2.

5.6. Special caution for the coarse mesh problem .
In using the proposed algorithms, special care must be applied for the coarse mesh problem.

For example, when we are solving the coarse mesh problems (5.8) and (5.9), we need to use an
integration to form the needed matrices and vectors. If we just use the cell centre of the coarse
mesh as the integration point to form the matrices and vectors for (5.8) and (5.9), then an error

of 0{H2 ) will be carried with u^+2 and u^+1 , and this error will pollute the computed Solutions

globally, because it affects w^+ 2 and through the boundary conditions in (5.7) and (5.10).
This is confirmed by numerical results, see Table 5.15 and Figure 5.16. So, we should use as many
integration points as for the fine mesh when we are forming the vector (/, vh)- This observation is
obvious for linear problems and the vector (/, vh) is often implicitly calculated by using the fine
mesh elements when one is getting the residual vectors. However, for nonlinear problems, special
caution must be paid. In the following two examples, we use the procedure given in §5.2 to solve
the linear problem and show the effect of the integration error.

Example 5.7. In this example, the cell centres of the coarse mesh elements are used as the integra
tion points for assembling matrix Ah = {aV(pf , Vøj7 ), and vector (/, (pf), here (pf are the FEM
basis for Sq{Cl) and Ah is the stiffness matrix for (5.8). Table 5.15 and Figure 5.16 show the com
putational results for the same problem of Example 5.1. The iterative solution stops to converge

„ n / n , n+\\ , 1 n+ ju <- -(w +WH 2 ) + -WX -

Iteration max-error reduction
1 0.7718

3 0.2668 0.63
5 0.1137 0.65
7 0.0495 0.66
9 0.0229 0.69

11 0.0127 0.77
13 0.0087 0.84

15 0.0069 0.91
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Table 5.14. Maximum error by the hybrid algorithm of Example 5.6 for
the linear problem of Example 5.1, see also Table 5.2 and Table 5.12.

to the global fine mesh solution when it reaches an accuracy which is nearly the same as the coarse
mesh solution accuracy \\uH - = 0.12. The global fine mesh error is \\uh - u||oo = 0.0014.
Similar thing was observed for the nonlinear problem (5.2). In all the numerical tests of Exam
ple 5.1-Example 5.6, the integration that is needed for the coarse mesh problem is done with an
accuracy that is the same as for the fine mesh problem.

Table 5.15. Iterative solution stops to converge to the
fine mesh solution when it reaches the coarse mesh solution accuracy

Iteration max-error reduction
0 0.3055
1 0.1537 0.50
2 0.0787 0.51
3 0.0429 0.55
4 0.0234 0.55
5 0.0131 0.56
6 0.0077 0.59

7 0.0047 0.62
8 0.0032 0.68
9 0.0024 0.74
10 0.0019 0.81
11 0.0017 0.87
12 0.0015 0.93
13 0.0015 0.97

Iteration max-error reduction

0 10000.9995
1 3247.6241 0.32
2 758.6012 0.23
3 93.1200 0.12

4 7.9555 0.09

5 1.6210 0.20

6 0.2855 0.18

7 0.0692 0.24

8 0.0636 0.92
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(a) Initial error u_o—u (b) Computed solution u__n.

1
o o

(c) Oomputational error u_n—u (d) Global FEM error u_h—u
x 10'3

Figure 5.16. Computational results for the linear problem of Example 5.1

Example 5.8. In this example, the cell centres of the coarse mesh elements are used as the inte
gration points for assembling matrix Ah = (aVø^, Vøj7 ), but the integration for assembling the
vector (/, (f)f) is done by using the fine mesh cell centres. Table 5.15 shows the computational
result for the same problem of Example 5.1. The convergence is the same. This shows that the
integration error for the stiffness matrix does not effect the convergence, but the integration error
for vector (f,vn) can pollute the iterative solution.

Table 5.17. Same convergence as Example 5.1.

6. CONCLUSION

Using the observation that the domain decomposition and multilevel methods are space decom
position techniques, a convergence analysis is given for a general convex programming problem.
The applications here are given for a two levei domain decomposition, but the algonthms can be
equally applied for decompositions of multigrid type if a suitable approximate solver is used for
the subproblems.

Acknowledgement . The authors like to thank J. Xu and P. Bjorstad. Many insightful com
ments from J. Xu during the process of the work helped us to improve some of the results and the
presentation of the paper. Some discussions with and valuable comments by P. Bjorstad clarify
the relationship of our methods with the literature results.

Iteration max-error reduction

0 10000.9995

1 3247.6315 0.32

2 758.6414 0.23

3 93.1445 0.12

4 7.9947 0.09

5 1.5787 0.20

6 0.2480 0.16

7 0.0344 0.14

8 0.0033 0.10

9 0.0015 0.44

10 0.0014 1.00
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